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Officials discuss sharing cities' fire services 
Merging agencies not on the agenda  
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Officials from the four East County cities are considering ways to share firefighting resources to try to cut 
costs and increase efficiency.  
Forming a single agency or joint-powers agreement isn't at the top of the list, however -- at least not right 
now.  
La Mesa, Santee and El Cajon already team up to provide fire training, and they partner with Lemon 
Grove and other cities on fire communications. At times the cities rely on one another's firefighting staffs 
and equipment. But in a series of recent meetings, city managers and fire chiefs from the four cities have 
begun discussing if combining operations further would make sense.  
And while the talks are preliminary, creating a new agency or joint-powers agreement does not 
immediately appear to be in the cards, said La Mesa City Manager Sandra L. Kerl.  
The idea of merging fire resources has been discussed before, said La Mesa City Councilman Dave 
Allan, a retired firefighter. Allan said that today's shaky economy, combined with the success of current 
partnerships and recent efforts to form a countywide fire agency, might prompt the cities to further 
cooperate. In December, he suggested that La Mesa explore forming a joint-powers agreement for fire 
services with the other East County cities, and his colleagues agreed.  
Allan's suggestion did not specify what an agreement would entail. At the time, he suggested it might 
mean joining some operations, such as maintenance or administrative services.  
This week, Santee City Manager Keith Till said the cities had been "combing through all of our 
operations" to see if there were areas where they might team up. Some possibilities include emergency 
preparedness planning and providing community information, he said.  
"There are different areas of service that we are examining for the potential to either do in consolidation or 
cooperatively, or with shared resources or personnel," Till said. "There are a lot of areas like that that 
might be operated more efficiently or more effectively short of actually disbanding anybody's fire 
department and forming a new agency."  
Santee Mayor Randy Voepel expressed skepticism about merging or consolidating fire services, 
explaining that he was pleased with Santee's fire services and questioned why the city should "subsidize 
someone else."  
Allan, though, said he was pleased the cities have met and begun talks.  
"It's something positive that needs to have been done a long time ago," he said.  
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